Ensure that the full depth of insulation between and over joists abuts the eaves insulation.

Ensure insulated dry-lining tightly abuts underside of ceiling.

2 rows of 440 x 215 x 100mm Roadstone Thermal Liteblocks

The diagrams, drawings and details included in this brochure are for indicative purposes only. They do not constitute nor should they be relied upon as giving/providing any design detail. They focus on the issues of thermal performance only. Insulation thicknesses of the main building elements have not been provided, as these are dependent on the thermal properties of the materials chosen, as well as on the desired U value. These diagrams, drawings and details illustrate good practice for the design and construction of interfaces solely in connection with thermal performance. The product should be used with due regard to all other requirements imposed by the Building Regulations and advice should be sought from a design professional in connection with the use of this product where required.
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